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Stream: Complexity and Systems Change Approaches to Social Enterprise

Stream Chairs:
- Dr Sharon Zivkovic, University of South Australia
- Prof Christine Woods, University of Auckland
- Dr Sanjaya Kuruppu, University of South Australia
- Dr Kate Barrelle, Victoria University
- Dr Jamie Newth, Auckland University

Program of presenters and abstracts:

- Dr Sharon Zivkovich, University of South Australia

Challenge Labs: Developing and strengthening systems-aware Social Enterprises to tackle wicked problems
- Emily Humphreys, CEO and Co-Founder, Wicked Lab

Complexity and systems change evaluation
- Julie Elliott, Independent Evaluator
- Susan Garner, Director, Garner Willisson

The emerging social enterprise network: Complex systems theory and practice in Victoria’s emerging social enterprise network - a scholar-practitioner perspective
- Nick Verginis, CEO, Social Enterprise Network Victoria

From self to social enterprise to system: How to talk about measurement and impact in a way that recognises and connects change across the individual, organisational and system levels
Dr Kate Barrelle, Co-founder and Chief Impact Officer, STREAT

Going Slow to Go Fast: How WISE navigate cross sector collaborations to create systems change
  ● Sally McGeoch, Senior Advisor, Westpac Foundation

Social Enterprises as Influencers of the Broader Business Community
  ● Sander Fleuren, Project Lead, Social Enterprise NL

Understanding transformative dynamics of social finance: The case of alternative food networks
  ● Denise Gibran Nogueira, Sessional Academic, PhD Candidate, Queensland University of Technology